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 Serious Gothic and ' doing
 the Ancient Buildings':
 Batty Langley's Ancient
 Architecture and ' Principal
 Geometric Elevations'

 by PETER LINDFIELD

 Batty Langley (1696-1751) is one of the
 most familiar and generally infamous
 figures of Britain's eighteenth-century
 Gothic Revival (Fig. 1). Following his
 father, he trained as a gardener and was
 one of the early promoters of the
 irregular style that prefigured William
 Hogarth's 'line of beauty'.1 Langley's
 interest, however, turned to architecture
 and he produced numerous architectural
 treatises and pattern books, the majority
 of which were concerned with Classical
 architecture.2 This was a sensible dec-

 ision since, as Eileen Harris and
 Nicholas Savage observe, 'Langley had
 much to gain by concentrating his
 publishing activities on architecture, for
 which there was a considerably larger,
 more diversified, and less discrimin-
 ating market.'3 His most well-known
 publication, however, is concerned with
 the Gothic: Ancient Architecture : Restored ,

 and Improved by a Great Variety of Grand
 and Useful Designs , Entirely New in the
 GothickMode (1741-42).4 Although it has

 Fig. 1. J. Carzvitham, Mr Batty Langley
 Architect, 1741, mezzotint ( London , British

 Museum , 2006, U.641)

 141
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 been characterized as a 'minor item in the list of publications by Batty Langley, slimmer
 in substance and less successful in its circulation than his typical works', Ancient
 Architecture provided a lasting legacy for eighteenth- and early nineteenth-century British
 architecture.5 It also promoted Langley as the chief representative of the mid-eighteenth-
 century's whimsical and non-archaeological Gothic style, a style which has been
 disparagingly referred to as Gothick, Rococo-Gothic, Rococo-Gothick, or Batty Langley
 Gothick.6

 Pioneering insights into Langley's Gothic have been offered by Alistair Rowan (1975),
 Eileen Harris (1977) and Roger White (1984), and recent contextual studies by Michael
 McCarthy (1987), Chris Brooks (1999), and Timothy Mowl and Brian Earnshaw (2007)
 have not dramatically reshaped the popular understanding of his approach.7 This article,
 however, reopens the debate surrounding Langley's Gothic by identifying the effect of
 mid-eighteenth-century Britain's intellectual and aesthetic climate upon Ancient
 Architecture, and teasing out Langley's serious intentions concerning the work. It also
 presents and analyses newly discovered manuscript correspondence between Langley
 and John Perceval (1711-70), Viscount Perceval and from 1748 the second Earl of Egmont,
 which details Langley's plan for a hitherto unknown and unpublished orthographic
 survey of Britain's medieval architecture.8
 Langley's outline for this publication, entitled 'The Plans and Principal Geometric

 Elevations of all the most Venerable Ancient Castles, and other Private Gothick Buildings
 in this Kingdom', challenges the popular and lingering view of him as a purveyor of, to
 use the term coined by Horace Walpole (1717-97), 'bastard Gothic'. 9 It demonstrates how
 he was planning to embrace a more antiquarian approach to recording and disseminating
 the remains of medieval architecture, and emphasizes his attempt to restore Gothic to a
 state of respectability. Finally, Langley's proposals for the work help reconcile him and
 Ancient Architecture with the increasingly archaeological understanding of medieval
 architecture latterly championed by a select number of individuals and by the Society of
 Antiquaries of London.

 langley's ancient architecture and the influence of taste

 Ancient Architecture was the first eighteenth-century book entirely dedicated to Gothic
 Revival architecture and design. It was, unsurprisingly, informed by an awareness of,
 and interest in, medieval architecture, which Eileen Harris has traced back to Langley's
 masonic affiliation and regard for British architecture.10 Whilst Ancient Architecture
 countered the century's enthusiastic embrace of Classical architecture and design, its
 plates, and the rationale behind them, were fundamentally conditioned by contemporary
 notions of 'good' and 'correct' taste, which favoured Classicism. Gothic's position relative
 to Classicism within the mid-eighteenth-century debate on taste, therefore, is critical to
 understanding Ancient Architecture's genesis, and especially how Langley intended the
 volume to rehabilitate Gothic.

 As Amanda Vickery has shown, the awareness of and concern for taste in eighteenth-
 century Britain was widespread - and certainly not confined to the peerage.11 A
 contribution in The Universal Spectator (1747) emphasizes this point: 'of all our favourite
 Words lately, none has been more in Vogue, nor so long held in Esteem, as that of
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 TASTE'.12 Indeed, the desire to be associated with taste meant that the term became
 hackneyed and its ability to convey 'true' aesthetic discernment was, in part,
 compromised. In 1756, The Connoisseur, published by George Colman (bap. 1732, d. 1794),
 printed a satirical article directly addressing taste's apparent omnipresence and resultant
 corruption:

 Taste is at present the darling idol of the polite world, and the world of letters; and, indeed,
 seems to be confined as the quintessence of almost all the arts and sciences. The fine ladies
 and gentlemen dress with Taste; the architects, whether Gothic or Chinese , build with Taste;
 the painters paint with Taste; critics read with Taste; and in short, fiddlers, players, singers,
 dancers, and mechanics themselves, are all the sons and daughters of Taste. Yet in this
 amazing super-abundancy of Taste, few can say what it really is, or what the word itself
 signifies.13

 The potentially ridiculous result of this vogue is critiqued in a print of 1771 titled A
 Common Council Man of Candlestick Ward and his Wife on a Visit to Mr. Deputy at his Modern
 Built Villa near Clapham , where Classical, Gothic and Chinese elements are combined into
 a heterogeneous confection (Fig. 2). As illustrated in this print, and represented in the
 extract from The Connoisseur , taste's popular adoption in mid-eighteenth-century Britain
 could result in vacuous 'tastelessness'; and an enthusiastic embrace of the Gothic and
 Chinese styles could be considered part of this.

 Fig. 2. A COMMON COUNCIL MAN of CANDLESTICK WARD and his WIFE on a Visit to
 Mr. DEPUTY at his Modern Built Villa Near CLAPHAM, 2771, hand-coloured etching with

 engraving (New Haven, Yale University, Lewis Walpole Library, 771.11.01.02+)
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 Notable by its absence in this ridiculing discussion of taste is any acknowledgement
 of its evolution during the previous half-century. However, Adam Smith (bap. 1723,
 d. 1790), the distinguished moral philosopher of the Scottish Enlightenment, addressed
 the matter in his The Theory of Moral Sentiments (1759). In a passage that has rarely been
 unpacked in modern studies, he asserted that
 Dress and furniture are allowed by all the world to be entirely under the dominion of
 custom and fashion. The influence of those principles, however, is by no means confined
 to so narrow a sphere, but extends itself to whatever is in any respect the object of taste to
 music, to poetry, to architecture. The modes of dress and furniture are continually
 changing, and that fashion appearing ridiculous to-day which was admired five years ago,
 we are experimentally convinced that it owed its vogue chiefly or entirely to custom and
 fashion. [...]. The productions of the other arts are much more lasting [...]. A well contrived
 building may endure many centuries: a beautiful air may be delivered down by a sort of
 tradition, thro' many successive generations.14

 So, whereas furniture and dress were subject to comparatively frequent changes in taste
 because of their relative cheapness, this was not the case with architecture. The
 comparatively slow-paced evolution in architectural taste, as identified by Smith, holds
 true: Classical architecture was the favoured style at the turn of the century, and remained
 so in the mid-eighteenth century, even though its mode of expression had evolved.
 Gothic architecture, consequently, remained a liminal style.15 It was ostracized visually,

 culturally, intellectually, and, in some contexts, sexually. Indeed, Gothic's perceived links
 with effeminacy and male homosexuality serve to underscore its counter-cultural status,
 for it isolated inhabitants of Gothic Revival structures, particularly those associated with
 Horace Walpole and his circle, as no less than aesthetic outsiders. For Mowl, the
 connection between homosexuality and the commissioning of domestic Gothic
 architecture is exemplified by Walpole, who created one of the most important Gothic
 Revival buildings in Georgian Britain: Strawberry Hill, Twickenham (1747-76).16 He
 asserts Walpole was 'a sexual outsider and because of this he was also an aesthetic
 outsider, and a potent rebel in the heart of a nation's establishment'.17 Matthew Reeve
 has recently addressed the connection between aesthetic choice - the preference for
 Gothic - and perceptions of male homosexuality. Both Dickie Bateman (1705-73) and
 the Gothicization of his house at Old Windsor, for example, were considered 'fribblish'.
 As Reeve observes, 'Fribbles and men of the third sex [homosexuals] were characterized
 as intersexual hybrids, and were frequently called "hermaphrodites", articulating the
 third sex as composite of "male" and "female".'18
 Gothic's rejection as an approved taste throughout the early- and mid-eighteenth

 century was based upon its unfavourable contrast with Classical architecture,
 particularly in form, ornament, and mathematical and proportional relationships. John
 Evelyn (1620-1706) identified Gothic's 'licentious' characteristics, and in 1706 he set them
 against the 'solemn greatness' of Classicism:
 a certain Fantastical and Licencious manner of Building, which we have since call'd Modern
 (or Gothic rather) [are] Congestions of Heavy, Dark, Melancholy and Monkish Piles , without
 any just Proportion, Use of Beauty, compar'd with the truly Antient [...]. I dare Report my
 self to any Man of Judgement, and that has the least Taste of Order and Magnificence; If
 after he has look'd a while upon King Henry the Vllth's Chapel at Westminster ; Gaz'd on its
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 sharp Angles , Jetties , Narrow Lights, lame Statues , Lflce and other Cut-work and Crinkle
 Crankle; and shall then turn his Eyes on the Banqueting-House built at White-Hall by Inigo
 Jones after the Antient manner; or on what his Majesties present Surveyor Sir Christopher
 Wren has lately advanced at St. Paul's; and consider what a Glorious Object the design' d
 Cupola , Portico , Colonads and other (yet Unfinish'd) Parts, will then present the Beholder
 [...]. I say let him well consider, and compare them judiciously, without Partiality or
 Prejudice; and then Pronounce, which of the two Manners strikes the Understanding as
 well as the Eye with the more Majesty, and solemn Greatness; tho' in so much a Plainer
 and Simple Dress, Conforme to the Respective Orders and Entablature.19

 The entry on Gothic in Isaac Ware's A Complete Body of Architecture (1756) similarly attacks
 Gothic as a 'wild and irregular manner of building', and is representative of pro-Classical
 thought in mid-eighteenth-century Britain.20 This criticism was not confined to architects
 in the mid-eighteenth century: Alexander Gerard (1728-95), in his aptly titled Essay on
 the History of Taste (1759), also propagated this reading of Gothic. Gerard excluded Gothic
 from the canon of accepted taste, and continued by explaining that only those who lacked
 education and 'enlargement of the mind' could possibly appreciate and prefer Gothic to
 Classical structures:

 The profusion of ornament, bestowed on the parts, in Gothic structures, may please one
 who has not acquired enlargement of mind, sufficient for conceiving at one view their
 relation to the whole; but no sooner is this acquired, than he perceives superior elegance
 in the more simple symmetry and proportion of Grecian architecture [...]. WHERE
 refinement is wanting, taste must be coarse and vulgar.21

 Gothic's transgressions were thus thought of in material terms - characteristics,
 mechanics and style. Its derision during the mid-eighteenth century, however, was based
 upon taste, or more specifically the lack thereof, and thus reflected the preference of
 individuals.

 Despite being one of the most well-known and influential patrons of the Gothic
 Revival in eighteenth-century Britain, primarily because he had created his own Tittle
 Gothic castle' at Strawberry Hill, Gothic's uneasy connection with taste did not escape
 Walpole. Adopting current accepted theory in Anecdotes of Painting in England (1762), he
 claims:

 one must have taste to be sensible of the beauties of Grecian architecture; one only wants
 passions to feel Gothic. In St. Peter's one is convinced that it was built by great princes. In
 Westminster abbey, one thinks not of the builder; the religion of the place makes the first
 impression - and though stripped of its altars and shrines, it is nearer converting one to
 popery than all the regular pageantry of Roman domes. Gothic churches infuse
 superstition; Grecian, admiration.22

 Walpole clearly indicates the necessity of taste to be aware of and interpret the
 'beauties' of Classical design, the mode Gerard identified as of 'genuine elegance' and
 'real beauty'.23 Taste, Gerard argues, is sophisticated, for 'it derives its origin from certain
 powers natural to the mind; but these powers cannot attain their full perfection, unless
 they be assisted by proper culture'.24 The passions, which Walpole asserts are needed to
 'feel' Gothic, are, on the other hand, 'the springs which actuate the powers of our nature'
 and 'a strong Brutal Impulse of the Will, sometimes without any distinct notions of Good,
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 publick or private'.25 Using these eighteenth-century definitions of taste and passions to
 examine Walpole's statement, it is evident that Gothic was understood as appealing to
 base human instinct, and as something which could not be 'cultivated' by education and
 exposure to culture, such as that acquired in Rome. Educated minds would, on the other
 hand, naturally gravitate to Classicism.
 Those who were interested in, or wished to publicly promote, Gothic architecture in

 eighteenth-century Britain had to cope with this widespread prejudice. Returning to
 Walpole's Anecdotes of Painting, he playfully acknowledged Gothic as a corrupt style:
 when men inquire, 'who invented Gothic buildings?' they might as well ask, 'who invented
 bad Latin?' The former was a corruption of the Roman architecture, as the latter was of the
 Roman language. Both were debased in barbarous ages; both were refined, as the age
 polished itself; but neither were restored to the original standard. Beautiful Gothic
 architecture was engrafted on Saxon deformity; and pure Italian succeeded to vitiated Latin.26

 Here Walpole accepts Gothic's criticism - that it was corrupt in comparison with
 Classical architecture - and continues to argue that it could never be raised above the
 level of 'bad Latin'. But unlike Gothic's critics, such as Gerard, who unilaterally rejected
 Gothic as a credible taste, Walpole is willing to acknowledge and emphasize Gothic's
 improvement over time, suggesting that it became less corrupt, and therefore should not
 be dismissed entirely out of hand, even though it never equalled Classicism's refinement.
 Langley similarly attempted to restore Gothic's credibility, but his approach was more

 radical compared with Walpole's, and relied upon a significant understanding of
 Classical architecture. He was well aware of widespread opinion against Gothic and of
 the Vitruvian principles that governed the understanding of Classical architecture, and
 which were especially important for architects in 1730s Britain. Indeed, his mastery of
 the Vitruvian principles was a source of pride. In an exceptional section of the Builders
 Complete Assistant , or a Library of Arts and Sciences , Absolutely necessary to be Understood by
 Builders and Workmen in General (1738), Langley questioned Andrea Palladio's work on
 twenty-seven points, thereby demonstrating his superior knowledge of 'correct' Classical
 design. Question seven is typical of these, for it focuses upon proportion and character:
 Is not the Height of his Tuscan Freeze, which he has made equal to Va of the Entablature,
 too little; for a great part of its Height being eclipsed, by the Projection of the Tenia, the
 Remains have more the Look of a Fascia than of a Freeze?27

 This and the remaining twenty-six criticisms, Langley argued, 'suffice to shew, that this
 great Master is no more free from mistakes than another, altho' so very much applauded
 by many, who, for want of knowing better, have believed him inimitable'.28 Palladio is
 respectfully acknowledged, but Langley clearly sets himself above the 'unknowing
 many' for identifying faults in Palladio's work.
 Knowledge of Classical architecture, especially of its mathematical proportions as

 articulated in architectural treatises, was harnessed by Langley in Ancient Architecture to
 rescue Gothic from its intellectual, and hence aesthetic and cultural, backwater. This was
 his original method: the codification, and hence intellectualization and civilization, of
 medieval architecture through Classical architecture's rules and proportions. Langley's
 theoretical approach expanded upon the practice of earlier architects who combined the
 Gothic and Classical traditions. Vanbrugh Castle, Greenwich (1717), the Gothic home of
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 Sir John Vanbrugh (1664-1726), had included Venetian windows within an overtly
 medievalizing context, and Nicholas Hawksmoor (71662-1736) had inserted Classical
 elements into the Gothic towers at Westminster Abbey (designed 1734, executed by John
 James c. 1745). Langley's Classicized Gothic, however, does not reflect their work, but
 instead that of William Kent (bap. 1686, d. 1748). Kent predominantly worked in the
 Classical mode, and when he came to design Gothic structures, such as the extension of
 Bishop Waynflete's gate tower (1480), Surrey, to create Esher Place in 1733 (Figs 3 and
 4), the results often mixed medieval architecture from different periods.29 Particularly
 prominent at Esher, for example, is the combination of early plate tracery with later and
 more advanced bar tracery.30 He also applied Gothic motifs to Classical frameworks: this
 can be seen especially clearly in an engraving of his Court of the King's Bench in
 Westminster Hall (1739) (Fig. 5), and a cartoon, The Redcross Knight Introduced by Duessa
 to the House of Pride, for Edmund Spenser's The Faerie Queene (Fig. 6) (published in the
 1751 edition).31 Both structures are Classical and incorporate appropriate elements,
 particularly columns supporting entablatures, however they are dressed up with Gothic

 Fig. 3. William Kent , Sketch of
 the Entrance Front of

 Way ne flete' s Tower at Esher
 Place, Surrey, with

 Additions, c. 1733, pencil , pen
 and brown ink and wash

 ( London , Victoria and Albert

 Museum , E. 361-1986)

 Fig. 4. Samuel and Nathanial
 Buck , The East View of Esher-

 Place, in the Country of
 Surry, Plate XX from

 Collection of Engravings of
 Castles, and Abbeys in

 England, xii ( London , 1737)
 (University of Oxford, Bodleian

 Library, Gough Maps 168)
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 Fig. 5. William Kent , The
 Court of the King's Bench
 in Westminster Hall, Plate
 XLVIII from John Vardy, Some
 Designs of Mr. Inigo Jones
 and Mr. Wm Kent ( London ,
 1744) (New Haven, Yale Center
 for British Art, Paul Mellon
 Collection ,f AN 63)

 Fig. 6. William Kent, The
 Redcross Knight Introduced
 by Duessa to the House of
 Pride, 1730s, pen and ink on
 paper (London, Victoria and
 Albert Museum , E. 876-1928)

 motifs, including quatrefoils, as well as pointed and ogee arches. Indeed, the frieze on
 each entablature is composed of repeating cusped ogee arches, and the niche in The House
 of Pride is coffered with quatrefoils.

 There is no evidence to indicate Kent's combination of the Classical and Gothic

 traditions reflected any intellectual pretention; the mixture, instead, appears to have
 arisen from his relative indifference towards medieval architecture. For his extensions

 to Bishop Waynflete's tower at Esher Place (Fig. 4), including the asymmetric service
 pavilions (Fig. 7), Kent's engagement with Gothic is slight: he simply added a Gothic
 dress of ogee windows, crenellations, labels and pointed-arch windows to basic Classical
 structures.32 This approach can also be seen in a design for Moody Hall (Fig. 8), which
 the Yale Center for British Art currently and reasonably attributes to Langley.33 Like Esher,
 Gothic motifs are tacked onto the structure of an early Georgian country house: the
 rooflines are crenellated and punctuated by finials, and the window openings are crested
 with ogee arches and heavy finials. These finials are proportionally larger than those
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 Fig. 7. William Kent , Design
 for an Asymmetrical Gothick
 Wing to Waynflete's Tower,
 Showing Ground Floor

 Plan, Front, Near and Side
 Elevations, at Esher Place,

 Surrey, c. 1733, pencil , pen and
 brown ink and wash ( London ,
 Victoria and Albert Museum ,

 E.357-1986)

 Fig. 8. Batty Langley (attrib.),
 entrance façade and floor plan of

 the principal storey of Moody
 Hall, c. 1740s, black pen, brown
 pen and pencil, and pink, black

 and yellow washes (New Haven,
 Yale Center for British Art,

 Paul Mellon Collection,
 B1975. 2.118)

 seen in Kent's oeuvre, and instead are consistent with Langley's plates in Ancient
 Architecture , especially Plate XXV, ninth frontispiece.34 The clustered columns with
 acanthus capitals are similarly related to Langley's fourth Gothic order, Plate XII. This
 Langley-esque design thus responds to Kent's approach as seen at Esher, though it is
 conditioned by details found in Ancient Architecture. As with Kent's Gothic, however,
 there is no textual evidence to support it as an intellectualized interpretation of medieval
 architecture.35

 Kent's understanding of, and engagement with, Gothic architecture strengthened the
 precedent for conveying Gothic's aesthetic exclusively through a select vocabulary of
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 ornamental motifs applied as surface decoration. His architecture consequently suggests
 that Gothic was not understood and practised as a complete 'system7, unlike Classicism
 with its rules, proportions and orders, but instead was interpreted as, and revived
 through, the deployment of motifs and surface ornament. This corresponds with the
 eighteenth-century readings of medieval architecture already discussed here, which
 concentrate their criticism on Gothic ornament rather than structure: Evelyn admonished
 Gothic for its 'sharp Angles , Jetties , Narrow Lights, lame Statues , Lace and other Cut-work
 and Crinkle Crankle ', Ware for its 'ornaments being whimsical, and its profiles incorrect',
 and Gerard for 'the profusion of ornament, bestowed on the parts, in Gothic structures'.36
 Langley's blending of these two opposing architectural modes in Ancient Architecture,

 consequently, was facilitated by the eighteenth century's understanding of Gothic
 through a select number of motifs dissociated from medieval structure. Their
 combination with Classical architecture's cultivated principles, as expressed through
 rules and proportions, similarly responded to the eighteenth-century debate on taste.
 Unlike Kent's work, this was deliberate and a serious attempt at rescuing Gothic's
 intellectual and aesthetic status with an emphasis placed upon geometry. Thus, rather
 than providing a set of designs intended to educate and instruct subscribers on Gothic
 Revival architecture according to current practice, Ancient Architecture and its plates
 promised to 'restore the Rules of the Ancient Saxon architecture [. . .] which have been
 lost to the Public for upwards of seven hundred Years past'.37 Langley clearly hoped that
 the 'restoration' of Gothic's 'rules', in intellectual terms, would legitimize the
 architectural mode and elevate it beyond a debased alternative to Classicism. Langley
 substantiated these claims by arguing that there was an intricate and ancient armature
 of mathematical proportions underlying Gothic architecture that had been lost over time:
 'I have discovered many of the Rules, by which its principal [Gothic] Parts are
 proportioned and adorned, whose Result commands the Admiration and Attention of all
 Beholders.'38 He continued by conveying the book's rationale

 by great Variety of Examples, I have Illustrated their Uses, in the Formation, and
 Ornamenting of private Buildings, in the same Mode , which never was done, or attempted
 before; and as such may justly be esteemed as Improvement in the Noble Art of Building.39

 The language Langley used to describe his Gothic is precise and measured, and the
 foundation of his restored Gothic is equally connected with Classical architecture: he
 identified a set of five 'Gothic orders', whose number is hardly coincidental. We are told
 in the 'dissertation On the antiquity of the Principal ancient buildings, that have been,
 and are now in this Kingdom, by Way of Introduction to the following Work' that 'plate
 I &c. to XVI Contain five Varieties of Columns, with eleven Varieties of Entablatures,
 which are allowed by every impartial Judge to exceed all that have been done'.40 The
 Gothic orders are not medieval in concept, but instead pastiches of medieval architecture
 arranged according to Classical and eighteenth-century sensibilities. Indeed, the column
 in Plate I (the first order) (Fig. 9) is fluted in the Classical manner and the entablature,
 itself not a Gothic feature, is decorated with Gothicized triglyphs - a characteristic of
 the Doric order.

 Although Langley's proposed orders are historically unfounded, his advocacy of
 proportioned Gothic architecture is not, in fundamental terms, wrong. Medieval
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 Fig. 9. Batty and Thomas Langley, First Gothick Order, Plate I from Ancient Architecture: Restored
 and Improved (London, 174.1-4.2) (New Haven , Yale University ; Lewis Walpole Library, 49 630)
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 buildings were designed on the basis of simple geometric shapes manipulated using a
 limited range of tools, and, as Christopher Wilson explains, a 'very coherent system of
 proportions partly reliant on the ratio of 1 1/2'. 41 This is quite different, however, from
 the Vitruvian proportions of Langley's Gothic orders. His first order, for example, is
 calculated in the following manner: 'Divide AF. the entire Height into 11 parts, give 1 to
 EF. the Subplinth, Vi the next to DE. the Base; the next 7 to CD the Shaft; the next Vi to BC
 the Capital, and the upper 2 to AB the Entablature/42 This attempt to restore Gothic to a
 state of acceptance largely ignores medieval architecture, but instead harnesses the
 formal and accepted characteristics that define Classical architecture: rules of proportion,
 balance and scale. The result is a Gothic that simply does not look medieval in form or
 arrangement, but which instead evokes medieval associations through the deployment
 of motifs readily identifiable as Gothic.
 The results of Langley's approach are dramatic. Often, as seen with the intersecting

 ogee arch or ogee quatrefoil, Gothic motifs are repeated to form decorative patterns.43
 Ultimately, Langley suggests how this Gothic vocabulary could be adapted to the needs
 of contemporary society, and includes designs for Gothic arcades (Fig. 10), chimneypieces
 (Fig. 11) and 'umbrellos' (Fig. 12). These fabrications do not share the structural principles
 of medieval architecture, and are related to it only in terms of ornament. Throughout,
 however, scales are included so that all the respective proportions can be derived.
 Without textual explanation, these plates do not communicate this restorative intent.

 They are, nonetheless, rational and an extension of Langley's masonic interests and
 activities: his devotion to the country, its architecture and fellow brethren.44 Langley
 promoted Gothic as an indigenous style, as was common amongst its supporters in the
 eighteenth century, and hence a patriotic one.45 This can be seen especially in his replies
 to James Ralph's 'A Critical Review of the Publick Buildings', published between 1734
 and 1735 in The Grub-Street Journal. There, under the masonic pseudonym of Hiram,
 Langley not only praised what Ralph damned as 'Gothique', but also Hawksmoor's
 mixture of Gothic and Classical:46

 That stile or mode, after which the churches of Limehouse and Ratcliff are built, is a mean,
 between the Greek and Gothique architecture; and was first invented and practiced by
 NATHANIEL HAWKSMOOR, Esq; under whose direction those structures were created;
 and to whom this Kingdom is greatly obliged for many other strong and magnificent
 piles.47

 Langley, therefore, did not criticize Hawksmoor's mixture of Classical and Gothic motifs,
 which potentially helps explain the genesis of the Gothick orders. He likewise praised
 Hawksmoor's planned additions to Westminster Abbey:

 Westminster Abbey , dedicated to St. Peter, is a fabric, as the Critic observes, pag. 62, of great
 antiquity , and therefore venerable on that account [...]. The west-front was never finished,
 and seems to have been by providence reserved for the able hand of the judicious Mr.
 HAWKSMOOR; whose design is to raise the two towers at the extreams of its fronts with
 spires thereon.48

 Langley passionately supported Gothic as Britain's 'nationally historic style', and his
 attempt to restore its respectability thus reveals his strong understanding of prejudices
 against Gothic.
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 Fig. 10. Batty and Thomas Langley,
 Four Examples of Arcades for

 Piazza's, Plate XXIX from
 Ancient Architecture: Restored

 and Improved ( London , 1741-42)
 (New Haven , Yale University,

 Lewis Walpole Library ; 49 630)

 Fig. 11. Batty and Thomas Langley ; Chimney
 Piece, Plate XLIV from Ancient Architecture :
 Restored and Improved ( London , 2741-42)

 (New Haven , Yale University ; Lewis
 Walpole Library ; 49 630)

 Fig. 12. Bflřřy and Thomas Langley , An
 Umbrello for the Centre, or Intersection of
 Walks in Woods, Wilderness's &c, P/ßte L/V
 /řom Ancient Architecture: Restored and
 Improved (London, 17 41-42) (New Haven,

 Yale University, Lewis Walpole Library ; 49 630)
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 Langley' s rationale for Ancient Architecture, therefore, was considered even though,
 to modern readers, the plates appear similar to the whimsical fabrications found in
 subsequent eighteenth-century pattern books on the Gothic, such as the Halfpennys'
 Rural Architecture in the Gothick Taste Being Twenty New Designs for Temples , Garden-Seats ,
 Summer -Houses, Lodges , Terminies, Piers , &c (1752). The inclusion of a 'Dissertation'
 surveying medieval architecture indicates that Langley wished to establish Ancient
 Architecture as a hybrid between a treatise and pattern book, and he also imbued the
 volume with historical weight. This historical account of British architecture, which is
 primarily concerned with Gothic, includes buildings ordered according to monarch from
 the reign of ^thelberht I (d. ?6i6) to James I (1566-1625), and it covers abbeys,
 monasteries, churches, and the colleges of Oxford and Cambridge. Details are recorded;
 some are brief and provide just location, but others are more substantial and mention
 the patron as well as specific architectural features:
 In the Year 1245, he [Henry III] caused the Walls and Steeple of the old Church of St Peter at
 Westminster , built by Edward the Confessor, to be taken down; and enlarging the Church,
 caused it to be new Built with greater Magnificence; which to effect, was the work of the
 next 50 Years; at which Time its West-end came no further, than the first Columns West
 from the Choir; all the Part from thence, together with the two old Towers, having been
 built since, at the Expence of the Abbots of Westminster .49

 The result is a chronological list of buildings, which would be of use to antiquaries and
 anyone else wishing to examine the development of medieval architecture. Indeed,
 Richard Gough (1735-1809), as the Director of the Society of Antiquaries of London, later
 requested John Carter (1748-1817) to survey ancient Oxford colleges to help interpret
 medieval architecture:

 You seem to be making a Dictionary of Gothic Architecture, instead of a system which you
 should do in chronological Order. The oldest college [in Oxford] will furnish the best plan:
 but it may be doubted whether any original buildings are remaining or indeed whether
 any original plan is unaltered at the present time. [...]. Mr Gutch will assist yr own
 Observation in the arrangement of the oldest college in Oxford and the alteration.50

 As suggested above, this list of buildings gave Ancient Architecture and Langley the air
 of scholarly intent. That said, it is not directly comparable with the detailed taxonomie
 approach practised by antiquaries such as Gough and Carter, or even John Aubrey (1626-
 97), which furnishes a deep understanding of medieval architecture through the detailed
 study of its architectural and sculptural features.

 Langley does not attempt to examine Gothic architecture, its physical characteristics
 or ornament, yet the detailed list of buildings nevertheless underscores his awareness
 of, and interest in, Gothic architecture's history.51 This survey has a clear function:
 Langley uses it to establish the academic authority of Ancient Architecture's plates, stating
 that 'it is from these, and such like Researches, that I have extracted the Rules, and
 Proportions, by which all the Parts of the following Designs are adjusted'.52 This perhaps
 explains why he felt it unnecessary to differentiate between various forms of Gothic,
 except to note that Henry VII's Chapel, Westminster, 'is of a quite different Mode, or
 Order of Architecture, from that of the Abbey, built by henry iii'.53 Also, given his Gothic
 orders, as a concept, were invented, a thorough analysis of medieval architecture would
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 not have been overly helpful in justifying his Gothic's geometry. Contrary to his
 compiling a chronological list of British architecture, Langley's plates in Ancient
 Architecture were produced according to his role as an architect-designer, but one who
 was keen to establish the intellectual foundation of Gothic and promote it as a valid
 architectural style.
 In addition to Langley's chronology of medieval buildings, a page of subscribers,

 otherwise styled 'encouragers To the Restoring of the saxon architecture', underwrote
 the legitimacy of these plates. This includes a number of individuals notable for their
 acquaintance with Gothic architecture, among them the Surveyor of his Majesty's Works,
 Henry Fox (later first Baron Holland of Foxley; 1705-74), and, from Westminster Abbey,
 the Deputy Surveyor, Clerk of the Works, Deputy Mason, Carpenter and Smith.54 The
 subscriber list also included the Lord High Chancellor of Great Britain, fifteen dukes,
 twenty-six earls, three viscounts, twenty barons and seven justices.55 Contemporaries of
 Langley producing rival publications on Gothic design did not share such endorsement,
 and neither did they offer historical and intellectual commentaries on medieval
 architecture. William Halfpenny, in his Chinese and Gothic Architecture Properly Ornamented
 (1752), adapted some of the motifs found in Langley's pattern book, but the preface was
 used for self-advertisement.56 William Pain, who plagiarized Langley's plates in his
 Builder's Companion and Workman's General Assistant (1758) similarly excluded any
 scholarly engagement with medieval architecture.57 These later works, therefore,
 emphasize Ancient Architecture's exceptional status as a quasi-historical treatise-cum-
 pattern book.

 LANGLEY'S SECOND GOTHIC BOOK: CHANGING FORM AND CONTENT

 Ancient Architecture's introductory dissertation, dated 16 August 1742, advertises
 Langley's plan for a second book on Gothic architecture. The new book was designed to
 complement and expand upon the one already published and would contain

 many other useful Designs , for Cielling-Pieces, Insides of Rooms , Pavements , Staircases , Pagan
 Temples , Sylvan Towers , Saxon Tents , Niche's , Canopys, Monumental Pyramids, &c. which I have
 extracted from the Works of the Ancients, and whose Magnificence and Beauty greatly
 excee[d] all that have been done by both Greeks and Romans.58

 As he did in Ancient Architecture , Langley emphasized the authenticity of the plates, as
 well as his aim to restore Gothic's credibility in the face of the eighteenth-century
 preference for Classicism. He also implied a shift in focus from Ancient Architecture's
 predominantly exterior structures, to a balance between exterior and interior design.
 Despite Langley's promise, however, this pendant publication appears to have stalled,
 as no copy of it in either print or manuscript has ever been traced. This is not unusual,
 for Langley failed to complete other works, including Ancient Masonry (1736).59 The
 closest he got to publishing new Gothic designs are the mouldings incorporated into The
 Builder's Director Bench-Mate : or Inestimable Pocket Companion , Making Easy to the Meanest
 Capacity ; the Grecian, Roman, & Gothick Orders of Architecture (1748). Of this work's twenty-
 six Gothic plates, however, only six are new or substantially different from those in
 Ancient Architecture.60
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 Instead of producing a pendant volume, Langley later reissued Ancient Architecture
 under the new and more explicit title of Gothic Architecture , Improved by Rules and
 Proportions (174 7).61 This did not include the introductory dissertation or dedication
 pages, and therefore lost the intellectual and historical context discussed above.
 Ultimately, therefore, The Builder's Bench-Mate and Gothic Architecture failed to realize
 Langley' s aim of addressing Gothic for domestic interiors.
 Langley' s plan for a new book on Gothic architecture shifted in form and scope from

 that advertised in Ancient Architecture. In a series of four previously unknown letters to
 John Perceval (Fig. 13), Langley sets out an enterprising and ambitious plan to complete
 a substantial treatise surveying British Gothic architecture under the title 'Principal
 Geometric Elevations'.62 Although undated, the letters can be securely placed to between
 1742 and 1748: their proposals make reference to proportioned Gothic and geometry, as
 seen in Ancient Architecture (1742), and Langley addressed the letters to 'the Rt Hon The
 Lord Vis*. Perceval', a title Perceval held between 1733 and 1748.63 Although Perceval's
 return correspondence is untraced, Langley's polite and enthusiastic letters provide a
 wealth of detailed information about the proposed project's scope and remit. They
 demonstrate Langley's interest in publishing a survey of medieval architecture, rather
 than applying his Gothic 'rules' to modern structures, which was certainly aimed at

 Fig. 13. James McArdell after Thomas Hudson ,
 The Rt Honble John Earl of Egmont, 1764,

 mezzotint (London, British Museum ,

 1902,1011.3253)

 the increasingly antiquarian interp-
 retation of Gothic. These letters,
 consequently, demonstrate Langley's
 continued willingness to treat medieval
 architecture as a form worthy of study
 and also a topic ripe for publication.

 Although both Ancient Architecture
 and the intended 'Principal Geometric
 Elevations' deal with medieval architec-

 ture, they could not be further opposed
 in form or content. The plates in Ancient
 Architecture were designed to illustrate
 the 'revived' rules of Gothic architecture,
 whereas the new treatise was to be a

 quasi-antiquarian survey of medieval
 architecture. This is an important shift
 from revitalization to documentation, the
 latter of which is essential to the anti-

 quarian examination and understanding
 of medieval architecture. As such, 'Prin-
 cipal Geometric Elevations' would
 expand upon Ancient Architecture's two
 topographical plates (A and B) surveying
 two columns in Westminster Abbey (Figs
 14 and 15), which had been included in
 that work to add veracity to Langley's
 knowledge of Gothic architecture:
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 Fig. 14. Batty and Thomas Langley, The Base
 and Capitals, to the Columns, of the Choir
 in Westminster Abby, Built by Hen. III., Plate
 A from Ancient Architecture: Restored and
 Improved ( London , 1741-42) (New Haven,
 Yale University , Lewis Walpole Library ; 49 630)

 Fig. 15. Batty and Thomas Langley , Within the
 West Part of Westminster Abby Built by the
 Abbots in the Reign of Edward I, Plate B from
 Ancient Architecture: Restored and Improved

 ( London , 1741-42) (New Haven, Yale
 University, Lewis Walpole Library, 49 630)

 as these Modes of Building have been and are condemned by many, on a Supposition that
 their principal Parts have been put together, without Rules or Proportion; to prove that such
 is the Effect of want of Judgement, I have, in Plates A and B, as a Specimen of the Beautiful
 Rules of the Ancients , illustrated the Geometrical Plans and Elevations of the bases and Capitals ,
 to the two Varieties of Columns, now standing in Westminster Abbey.64

 Given these were intended to prove the 'authenticity' of his designs, which were
 subsequently engraved by his brother, Thomas (1702-71751), Batty was already versed
 with accurately recording medieval architecture, in addition to creating Gothic
 confections.

 'Principal Geometric Elevations' would also have built upon Langley's antiquarian
 pretentions that were expressed in his little-discussed topographical survey of Windsor
 Castle of 1743, The Plan of Windsor Castle (Fig. 16).65 The five plates engraved by Thomas
 after his brother's drawings detail the castle's plan and elevations, while 'A Short
 Historical Account of Windsor Castle. Abstracted from Lambert, Camden, Ashmole &c.'
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 is included on the plan to give historical context.66 Langley, therefore, had experience of
 recording extant Gothic architecture, and The Plan of Windsor Castle thus indicates an
 important, and hitherto underemphasized, shift in his approach to it.
 Langley7 s first letter to Perceval concerning 'Principal Geometric Elevations' is cautious

 on a practical level, but also ambitious in terms of his book's scale and potential impact:
 Twenty four Buildings, are as many as I have dare undertake for the work of one Year; and
 therefore if your Lordship could secure but as many Subs in this Spring, I would be
 Sufficient - Nay my Lord - Half that No. viz 12. to begin with, will do; which if could
 be soon obtained, I would instantly begin the Work, and soon have some finished with
 that accuracy, Truth, and Beauty; that should induce every Lover of Arts and Antiquity to
 Encourage the undertaking.67

 Emphasis is placed upon accuracy, truth and beauty, which resonates with the Windsor
 Castle plates and the illustrations of Westminster Abbey in Ancient Architecture (Figs 14
 and 15). The project was also imagined on a very large scale - he hoped to survey
 twenty-four buildings in the first year, with the implication that more buildings would
 be recorded in subsequent years.
 A fuller proposal for 'Principal Geometric Elevations' is contained in the next letter,

 which praises the beauty and simplicity of Gothic architecture:
 Proposals

 For drawing and Engraving by Subscription
 The Plans and Principal geometrical Elevations

 (to be actually Surveyed)
 of all the most Venerable Ancient Castles,

 and other

 Private Gothick Buildings
 in this Kingdom

 Wherein, such Parts, that are Defaced by Devastations, Time &c. will be Restored,
 (as near as can be done) to their Primitive Purity.

 So as to illustrate, and Perpetuate to Posterity; the Native Simplicity, Strength, & Elegance
 OF

 That Grand Mode, of Building
 and

 The Geometrical Rules and Proportions, By which they were Erected and adorned,
 which have been lost to the World, for many Centuries Past.

 By Batty and Thomas Langley, Surveyors, of Buildings, Lands, and Gardens.68

 This treatise, therefore, was unlike that mentioned in the dissertation to Ancient
 Architecture, since there was no intention of making Gothic architecture fit for modern
 convenience. Instead, it was a serious survey of medieval architecture. The proposal
 indicates that he and his brother would record, in detail, the structure and architectural
 features of medieval fortifications as well as Gothic houses. There was no plan at all to
 include patterns for fantastical buildings, follies, chimneypieces and frontispieces.
 'Principal Geometric Elevations', therefore, was to be closer to William Dugdale's and
 Roger Dodsworth's Monasticon Angličanům (1655-73) than Ancient Architecture.

 Langley' s proposal also indicates the intended nature of the plates for 'Principal
 Geometric Elevations', which in turn helps situate the work within the broader range of
 antiquarian publications. The emphasis placed upon the orthographic representation of
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 Fig. 16. Batty and
 Thomas Langley, The East
 Elevation of Windsor

 Castle, as built by
 Edward III, 1743,
 hand-coloured engraving
 (New Haven , Yale Center

 for British Art , Gift of
 Janet and James Sale ,

 B2005.19.10)

 medieval architecture - of ground plans and 'geometric elevations' - deviated from
 standard topographical and antiquarian prospects on Gothic. Such plates are well
 represented by Samuel and Nathaniel Buck's Collection of Engravings of Castles, and Abbeys
 in England , published in parts between 1726 and 1739. Their engravings typically locate
 the buildings in rolling countryside and the perspective compromises the recording of
 precise architectural details and proportions, as demonstrated in 'The East View of
 Leiston-Abbey, in the County of Suffolk' (Fig. 17).69 A similar approach was almost
 consistently adopted throughout the first volume of the Society of Antiquaries of
 London's publication, Vetusta monumenta (1767). Some, such as Plate VII, 'Crucem
 elegantissima walthamle in Memoriam aleonor^e' (engraved 1741), and Plate 64, 'Crux
 Cicestrle' (engraved 1743), include cross sections and sculptural details; but the bulk of
 religious houses, including Plate X, 'Ecclesiae Fontanensis Facies Orientalis', are rendered
 according to the method used in Bucks' Collection of Engravings of Castles, and Abbeys in
 England. Castles are delineated in particularly awkward perspectives, as seen in Plate
 42: 'pontefract castle in the West Riding of Yorkshire' (engraved 1734) (Fig. 18), an
 approach also seen in the second volume (1789), such as Plate XI, 'Sandal Castle in
 Yorkshire' (engraved 1753).

 The adoption of orthographic representation for 'Principal Geometric Elevations'
 instead adhered to the traditions associated with representing Classical architecture, not
 least embodied in Colen Campbell's Vitruvius britannicus (1715, 1717, 1725). In that sense,
 'Principal Geometric Elevations' was planned as a formal and methodologically bold
 departure from previous surveys of Britain's medieval architecture, such as the Bucks'
 Collection of Engravings of Castles. The plates also expanded upon existing publications
 surveying medieval architecture in Britain. Langley did not attempt to compete with the
 well-known surveys of medieval ecclesiastical architecture, such as Daniel King's The
 Cathedrall and Conventvall Churches of England and Wales (1656) and the new edition of
 Dugdale's Monasticon anglicanum (1718).70 Instead, by concentrating on 'all the most
 Venerable Ancient Castles, and other Private Gothick Buildings in this Kingdom',
 Langley was targeting a gap in the 'Gothic' architectural market, in some ways similar
 to Ancient Architecture. But whereas Ancient Architecture was a serious and rational
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 Fig. 17. Samuel and Nathanial
 Buck , The East View of

 Leiston-Abby, in the County
 of Suffolk, Plate XII from
 Collection of Engravings of
 Castles, and Abbeys in
 England, xii ( London , 1738)
 (University of Oxford, Bodleian
 Library ; Gough Maps 168)

 Fig. 18. PONTEFRACT
 CASTLE in the West Riding
 of YORKSHIRE, Plate 42 from
 Vetusta monumenta: quae ad
 rerum britannicarum

 memoriam conservandam

 ( London , 1767), 1, (University
 of St Andrews , rffCC2^.A8)

 attempt to overturn widespread prejudice against the Gothic, 'Principal Geometric
 Elevations' was now aimed at the antiquarian market.

 Ultimately, 'Principal Geometric Elevations' would foreshadow the numerous
 topographical works on medieval architecture published by the Society of Antiquaries
 of London from the 1780s onwards, particularly the third edition of Vetusta monumenta
 (1796). This growth, partially attributable to the influence of Richard Gough (1735-1809),
 the society's director from 1771 until 1797, can be seen in the changing style of Vetusta
 monumentai plates, where greater emphasis is placed upon the orthographic approach
 and recording specific details, as seen in Plate X: 'Elevations and plans of the West front
 of Lincoln Minster' (Fig. 19). Complementing this approach to recording medieval
 architecture was an increased interest in medieval architecture itself. Graph 1
 demonstrates how the plates in Vetusta monumenta reflected this.

 Langley's proposed treatise, therefore, anticipates the new emphasis placed by the
 Society of Antiquaries upon documentation, and, although it did not include textural
 descriptions, as found in Vetusta monumenta , it predated comparable research by the
 Society of Antiquaries into Gothic remains by at least thirty years.

 Despite Langley's orthographic approach, his detailed proposal makes reference to
 Gothic architecture's rules and proportions. This appears to contradict Langley's
 antiquarian intentions, particularly because they bring to mind his fallacious Gothic
 orders. According to Langley, however, mathematical principles could be noted in the
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 Graph 1. The number and percentage of plates concerned with medieval architecture in
 Vetusta monumenta (1767, 1789, 1796)

 two antiquarian plates (Figs 14 and 15) of the Westminster Abbey piers that he included
 in Ancient Architecture. Rules and proportions, consequently, could simply refer to the
 detailed measurement of dimensions, profiles and mouldings. He also makes reference
 to restorations. Whilst it is impossible to gauge their exact nature, his project nevertheless
 had clearly defined antiquarian goals that underscored his overtly serious treatment of
 medieval architecture.

 Perceval's intended role in this project also becomes clearer from the correspondence
 which suggests that he acted as an ex officio advisor:

 From the Encouragement which your Lordship was pleased to give me in Relation to the
 Gothick Buildings in this Kingdom; I have drawn up Proposals for your Lordships Revival
 and amendment.71

 But why Perceval? Although his name is not in the list of subscribers to Ancient
 Architecture, his interests in genealogy, antiquarianism and Gothic architecture made him
 very well suited for this role. In 1742 he published A Genealogical History of the House of
 Yvery which fancifully traced the origins of the Percevais 'to a Younger Branch of the
 sovereign Dukes of Brettany in France'.72 His profound engagement with Gothic
 architecture is also reflected in the design, and personal supervision of construction, of
 Enmore Castle in Somerset, which was built in the 'castle style' between 1751 and 1757
 (Fig. 20).73 Enmore, as Mowl argues, is a palpable articulation of Perceval's antiquarian
 interests, and these were eloquently recorded by the Revd Stebbing Shaw (1762-1802)
 as:74
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 Fig. 19. Elevations and plans of the
 West front of Lincoln Minster, Plate X

 from Vetusta monumenta: quae ad
 rerum britannicarum memoriam

 conservandam, ( London , 2796), in,
 (University of St Andrews , rffCCi^.A8)

 the true representation of those ancient habitations,
 which, amid the rivalship, animosities, and
 dangers of feudal times, were the impregnable
 protection of every potent Baron before the
 invention of gun-powder and the use of artillery.75

 Enmore' s exterior aesthetic was reflected on the

 interior, and the Hall's former splendour can be
 gauged from a surviving chair held by the Vic-
 toria and Albert Museum, London (Fig. 21). With
 a richly painted surface, the chair is crested with
 cusping around a coat of arms representing the
 marriage of Perceval to Catherine Compton.76 It
 also reveals Perceval's interests in antiquarian-
 style Gothic furniture - particularly because
 the chair's form and construction techniques do
 not accord with mid-eighteenth-century fash-
 ionable practice, but instead are historical.77

 In addition to designing and furnishing
 Enmore in a medieval style, Perceval owned
 Charlton House in Kent, a building Thomas
 Pennant described, in a manuscript addition to
 his Journey from London to the Isle of Wight (1801),
 as 'a long Gothic structure, with four turrets on
 top'.78 Charlton, despite Pennant's claim, is not
 Gothic, but its Jacobean character was sufficient
 for it to be accepted under the term's umbrella:
 Walpole was similarly catholic in his use of the
 word in 1754, identifying Jacobean chimney-
 pieces at Belhus, Essex, as 'of a good King James

 Fig. 20. Entrance façade of Enmore Castle , Somersetshire (University of Oxford, Bodleian Library,
 Gough Maps 29, f 23b, a )
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 the I Gothic'.79 Thus, the Jacobean
 house, like his work at Enmore, re-
 veals Perceval's connection with, and
 embrace of, non-Classical architecture.

 A similar outlook was also
 revealed when he consulted Henrietta

 Louisa, Countess of Pomfret (1698-
 1761), on architectural matters. A
 letter to Perceval dated October 1748
 records how 'Lady Pomfret was so
 obliging as to look for the enclosed
 which Mr Naylor brought her, but she
 desires me to tell you She believes the
 House will be obtained for less than

 the Sume there mentioned'.80 The pro-
 posal mentioned here, perhaps for
 Enmore Castle, remains untraced and
 there is no indication the house was

 Gothic in style. Nevertheless, the
 Countess was a well-known med-

 ievalist who had expressed sympa-
 thies for Gothic architecture in the

 previous decade, and perhaps she
 was consulted for some related

 reason.81 Her 'Gothic passion' took
 physical form in 1750 when she com-

 Fig. 21. Egmont Windsor Chair, 1756, beech and elm
 with painted decoration ( London , Victoria and Albert

 Museum , W.34-1976)

 missioned a fanciful and illuminated genealogical history tracing her descent from
 King Edward I (Fig. 22).82 Although not always approving of the Countess, Walpole
 wrote about this to Sir Horace Mann (bap. 1706, d. 1786) in September 1750, praising it
 as 'infinitely richer and better done' than was typical.83 Later, the Countess had a Per-
 pendicular-styled Gothic Revival house erected and furnished in Arlington Street, Lon-
 don, between 1757 and 1761 .84 This made her the only person to commission a Gothic
 town house in the capital during the mid-eighteenth century.85

 Perceval's interests in genealogy, medieval architecture and design as expressed in
 the 1750S through Enmore Castle, plus his contact with other likeminded people, help
 explain why Langley wished him to act as an adviser to a project aiming to survey
 domestic Gothic architecture. Specifically, Perceval was tasked with introducing this
 project and resultant publication to an appropriate range of subscribers:

 if your Lordship could secure but as many Subs in this Spring, I would be Sufficient -
 Nay my Lord - Half that No. viz 12. to begin with, will do; which if could be soon
 obtained, I would instantly begin the Work.86

 Perceval was equally suited to this task because of his connections: in
 December 1731 he became an MP, and later one of the Prince of Wales's Lords of the
 Bedchamber. Recruiting him to encourage subscriptions from the wealthy and enthusi-
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 Fig. 22. The Pedigree of the Countess of Pomfret,
 c. 1750 (New Haven, Yale University , The Lewis Walpole

 Library , Quarto 498 P77 MS f. 2)

 astic, therefore, implies Langley
 wanted an equally substantial and
 impressive set of subscribers as
 those listed in Ancient Architecture :

 a sure requirement for the project's
 success.

 The exact process by which
 Perceval became involved with

 'Principal Geometric Elevations',
 however, remains a mystery. It
 possibly developed out of Langley
 supplying Perceval with architec-
 tural services, as two of Langley's
 letters end by discussing plans and
 a pattern window. The penulti-
 mate ends thus:

 The little Roll is a Copy of the
 Plan, which your Lordship gave
 to me; wherein your Lordship
 will See, I have placed Back
 Stairs in the Solid angle, against
 which the Bog House now is,
 which may be placed under
 them again, or removed to some
 other (perhaps) more convenient
 place &c.
 N.B. The Pattern Window will

 be brought to your Lordship abt
 Thursday or Friday next.87

 Langley's final letter in the Perceval archive finishes by returning to the window
 mentioned previously: 'The Pattern of the Window cannot be finished until to morrow
 afternoon. So that Your Lordship cannot See it, until next Monday Morning'.88 The
 correspondence, therefore, demonstrates their connection extended beyond 'Principal
 Geometric Elevations', but it does not offer further clarification.

 'principal geometric elevations': subscription model and its collapse

 Langley, in addition to supplying a detailed proposal of the book's form, content and
 purpose, provided Perceval with a set of subscription guidelines that demonstrate the
 project's expense and scope:

 Conditions of Subscription

 I Every Subr. to pay Five Guineys at Subscribing, and such Travelling Expenses of the
 undertakers from London into the Country, for to make the Survey &c, and from there to
 London again, as shall be adjudged Reasonable
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 II That the undertakers be accommodated, at every Subrs. House in the Country, with
 Lodging, Food &c. during the Making of ye original Survey

 III That every Subr. pay five Guineas More, on the Delivery of original Plan, and
 geometrical Elevation, of the Principal Front, of His Building, finely Drawn on Imperial
 Paper with Indian Ink

 IV That every Subr. pay Five Guineas More, on Delivery of 50 Copies (for to Pleasure
 Friends with &c) Printed from an Engraved Copper Plate, on as Many Sheets of Super fine
 Royal Paper

 V That every Subr. after having paid Fifteen Guineas, and Travelling Expenses &c as
 aforesaid, to further pay one Guinea, for every Twenty four Royal Sheet Prints, of other
 Subrs. Buildings, as they are finished and delivered in the Course of the Work; which tis
 believed will be about once in every year from the Date of hereof, until the Whole be
 completed, throughout ye Kingdom

 VI Noblemen Gentlemen &c who have not Gothick Buildings of their own; But may be
 pleased to Encourage this Work; to pay one Guinea at Subscribing; and one Guinea on
 Delivery of every Twenty Four Prints of Buildings, in the Course of the work, as aforesaid.

 NB The Original Drawing, of every Noblemans &c House, with the 50 Copies, will be
 nearly a full adequate for 15 Guineas pd, and for Travelling Expenses, and accommodation
 &c of ye undertakers.

 Note: No Copies will be disposed off to any Person, But on the aforesaid Conditions - 89

 These conditions reveal that 'Principal Geometric Elevations' was conceived on a
 commercial basis, particularly with transport and accommodation factored into the
 subscription for those termed 'building subscribers', who were the owners of buildings
 to be included. Also, realizing that the project might not be universally popular with the
 owners of Gothic buildings, and mindful of the high price of subscription, Langley
 broadened the subscriber base. The final condition of subscription thus enabled those
 with an interest in Gothic architecture, but who did not own a suitable building, to
 'sponsor' the recording of others, including uninhabited structures. This condition,
 therefore, allowed Langley to survey a broader range of buildings, to attract
 subscriptions from the widest possible audience, and to complete a more comprehensive
 survey of non-ecclesiastical architecture.

 Nevertheless, Langley's terms of subscription meant that 'Principal Geometric
 Elevations' would be an extremely expensive project for his patrons. For a 'building
 subscriber', fifteen guineas secured the survey of their house, the production of a plate
 detailing both the plan and elevation of the principal façade (as indicated in clauses III
 and IV), and fifty prints thereof. At fifteen guineas plus expenses, 'Principal Geometric
 Elevations' was at least twenty-one times the price of Ancient Architecture (fifteen
 shillings), itself an expensive pattern book.90 Subsequent sets of twenty-four plates
 surveying other buildings were supplied at one guinea. 'Non-building subscribers'
 - those who did not pay Batty and Thomas Langley to record a building - were
 charged two guineas for the first twenty-four plates. They, therefore, were expected to
 pay twice as much as 'building subscribers' for the first sets of twenty-four plates.
 Thereafter, however, sets of twenty-four plates would be issued to both types of
 subscriber for one guinea.
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 Comparing the initial cost of subscription to 'Principal Geometric Elevations', together
 with one year's worth of plates, with related publications, demonstrates its exorbitant
 price. Paul Decker's Gothic Architecture Decorated (1759) cost seven shillings for twenty-
 four plates, and James Gibbs's A Book of Architecture (1739) cost four guineas for 150
 plates. As observed above, Langley framed 'Principal Geometric Elevations' as a Gothic
 alternative to Campbell's Vitruvius britannicus. Those subscribing to the first two volumes
 of Vitruvius britannicus , however, paid either three or four guineas, depending upon the
 choice of paper, and received 100 plates per volume.91 The figures in the table below
 illustrate the relatively high cost of 'Principal Geometric Elevations' both in terms of
 capital outlay and price per plate (Table 1).

 Table 1. subscription costs and prices per plate in eighteenth-century pattern books
 and architectural surveys

 Number Plate cost

 Name Price of plates (pence)

 Decker, Gothic Architecture Decorated (1759) 7s 24 3.5

 Gibbs, A Book of Architecture (1739) 4 guineas 150 6.7
 Campbell, Vitruvius britannicus (171 5, 1717):
 royal paper 3 guineas 200 3.8

 Campbell, Vitruvius britannicus (1715, 1717):
 imperial paper 4 guineas 200 5.0

 Langley, Ancient Architecture (1741-42) 15s 62 2.9

 Langley, 'Principal Geometric Elevations',
 'building subscriber' (1 year) 16 guineas 74 54.5
 Langley, 'Principal Geometric Elevations',
 'non-building subscriber' (1 year) 2 guineas 24 21.0

 The conditions of subscription to 'Principal Geometric Elevations', however, were
 subsequently revised by Langley. Referring to the project as 'doing the Ancient
 Buildings', the initial cost of subscription for 'building subscribers' is recorded in a letter
 as falling dramatically to the level of 'non-building subscribers':

 Every Subr. to pay but 1 Guinea at Subscribing and 1 Guinea More on Receipt of every 20
 Printed Sheets, viz 10 of Plans and 10 of their Geometrical Elevations - which will be very
 cheap.92

 This revised condition also indicates a significant shift in the plates' composition.
 Whereas the original conditions indicate that each building's plan and elevation were
 combined on one plate (conditions III and IV), they were now to be engraved as separate
 plates. The twenty sheets supplied according to the revised proposal, therefore, would
 document ten buildings, whereas under the previous subscription proposal twenty-four
 buildings would have been recorded on the twenty-four sheets. Under this new proposal,
 the amount of travel required to survey buildings for 'Principal Geometric Elevations'
 was pared back to a practical level. Although the revised terms of subscription indicate
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 Langley had not lost his zeal for documenting medieval architecture, 'Principal
 Geometric Elevations' was now conceived on a far more practical scale.
 Perhaps in an effort to convince Perceval of the project's viability, Langley's revised

 proposal refers to the project as 'cheap'. The updated terms, on the other hand, effectively
 increased the book's price - one guinea now purchased twenty plates instead of twenty-
 four. This priced each plate for 'Principal Geometric Elevations' at 25.2 pence, which is
 five times as much as those in Vitruvius britannicus on imperial paper, and therefore
 cannot be considered cheap. Their relative 'cheapness', however, came from the abolition
 of the separate and expensive category of 'building subscriber' who would have been
 charged 54.5 pence per plate for a year's subscription under the original terms. So,
 instead of collecting a small number of high-value 'building subscriptions', initially
 twelve, Langley now proposed to attract a large number of two-guinea subscriptions:

 I Believe, ['Principal Geometric Elevations'] will be Much More generally Encouraged,
 then it will be, if the Subscription is greater - If 150 Subrs. could be obtained in 3, or 4
 Months Time, as I believe may be done, it would Effectively Establish the undertaking -
 Not that so many are wanted at first setting out or any thing like it.93

 This updated set of subscription charges most likely reflected a paucity of 'building
 subscribers' willing to commit to the project, particularly as the letter suggests it had not
 been 'generally Encouraged'. The original funding was perhaps even insufficient to make
 the project viable. For example, under the original model, twelve 'building subscribers'
 would have initially put down five guineas each - a total of sixty guineas to finance the
 publication, whereas 150 subscribers under the revised model would initially bring in
 150 guineas. Assuming this revised model worked, the project would be better financed
 at a more attractive and accessible rate for subscribers.

 Langley remained optimistic about the project's future, even despite this ballooning
 of the subscribers' base necessary to make it feasible. Later in the same letter, however,
 he appears desperate to convince Perceval of the project's merits through other means:

 I am now making (as a Specimen of the Work) a Geometrical Elevation, from a Perspective
 view of a Building well known to your Lordship, By which your Lordship, will be the
 better able to form a judgment, of my ability &c and of your Lordship on Perusal thereof,
 shall believe me capable of performing, the Works Proposed, I will, lay all Business aside,
 and proceed therein, without Loss of Time.94

 There is no record of this drawing. It is possible, however, that Langley is referring to
 the drawings made in 1743 and published as Plans of Windsor Castle , or conceivably to
 other buildings connected with Perceval, including Charlton House in Kent.95 The plates
 delineating Windsor Castle correspond with his prescribed orthographic approach, as
 well as suggest their derivation from a perspective drawing by the inclusion of
 foreground landscape and the sky, and they also give a flavour of Langley's skill when
 surveying Gothic structures (Fig. 16).96 If Langley's Plans of Windsor Castle was a specimen
 trial for 'Principal Geometric Elevations', it would help explain the former's isolated and
 unexplained position within his oeuvre, and, even if unconnected to the drawing
 mentioned by Langley, Plans of Windsor Castle indicates the direction of 'Principal
 Geometric Elevations'.97
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 Without further evidence, it is impossible to say for certain why Langley's project
 ultimately failed. It has already been suggested by a detailed analysis of the subscription
 models that the high subscription price of 'Principal Geometric Elevations' was
 problematic, and even the revised model did not make subscription inexpensive. A lack
 of interest in such a survey, and an insufficient number of people willing to pay a high
 and perpetual fee, were potential reasons for the project's collapse almost without trace.
 Nevertheless, Langley's correspondence regarding 'Principal Geometric Elevations'
 reveals that the project was planned in considerable detail, and it demonstrates his
 sustained interest in the Gothic, as well as his wish to undertake an orthographic and
 antiquarian study.

 CONCLUSION

 Despite Langley's serious treatment of medieval architecture, he almost immediately
 became a figurehead for unarchaeological and whimsical Gothic. Walpole kindled this
 reputation in the decade following Ancient Architecture's publication.98 After initially
 deriding Langley's 'bastard Gothic' in a letter of 1755 to Richard Bentley (bap. 1708, d.
 1782), one of the designers on Walpole's Strawberry Committee, Walpole then critiqued
 Langley in print." He used his Anecdotes of Painting (1762) to publically admonish
 Langley and his Gothic:

 I must mention a barbarous architect before I come to the luminaries of the science. This

 was BATTY LANGLEY, who endeavored to adapt Gothic architecture to Roman measures;
 [he] invented five orders for that style. All that his books achieved, has been to teach
 carpenters to massacre that venerable species, and to give occasion to those who know
 nothing of the matter, and who mistake his clumsy efforts for real imitations, to censure
 the productions of our ancestors.100

 During the nineteenth century, which saw a significant development in the archaeological
 understanding of Gothic architecture, and an increasingly scholarly approach to the Gothic
 Revival, opinions on Langley's Gothic sank further. John Britton (1771-1857), antiquary and
 topographer, set Langley's Gothic in opposition with 'true' and 'informed' Gothic.101 Such
 prejudice was then enshrined in the work of Charles Locke Eastlake (1833-1906), the first
 notable historian of the Gothic Revival. In A History of the Gothic Revival (1872) he utterly
 condemned Langley and his style of Gothic by pronouncing that

 Gothic architecture has had its vicissitudes in this country. There was a time when its
 principles were universally recognised; there was a time when they were neglected or
 forgotten. But in the days of its lowest degradation, it may be questioned whether it would
 not have been better that the cause should have remained unexposed than have been
 sustained by such a champion as Batty Langley.102

 Even so, as Mowl and Earnshaw have noted,

 it needs to be stressed, to counter the general view of 'Batty Langley Gothick' as something
 light and frivolous, that the greater number of its 63 illustrative plates are serious, austere
 and thoroughly practical suggestions for carrying medieval forms into a Classical world.103

 Despite exhibiting sober austerity, Langley's plates in Ancient Architecture can never
 match the antiquarian sensibilities of the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries,
 primarily because his designs appear but distantly related to medieval architecture.
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 Nevertheless, Langley's attempt to restore Gothic to a position of respectability was
 very serious, even if appearing whimsical, and was explicitly conditioned by the
 eighteenth-century discourse on 'good' and approved taste. The recently discovered
 correspondence from Langley and Viscount Perceval underscores Langley's little
 recognized interest in antiquarian publishing, which far exceeds the remit of Ancient
 Architecture. As a project, 'Principal Geometric Elevations' failed. These letters, however,
 offer precious insights into the project's developing form, content and subscription
 model. It shows Langley's willingness to act as an antiquarian topographer to fill a gap
 in the market, and therefore helps regulate his commonly held reputation as a designer
 and purveyor of whimsical, or 'bastard' Gothic. 'Principal Geometric Elevations' also
 helps rationalize and place Langley within the evolving canon of eighteenth-century
 antiquarianism and of Gothic Revival architecture and architectural theory.
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 NOTES

 1 Illustrative of Langley's approach is his criticism of 'Mathematical Regularity and Stiffness' in garden design,
 and his claim that 'a good Garden, is to be both profitable and delightful; wherein should be observed, that its
 Parts should be always presenting new Objects, which is a continual Entertainment to the Eye, and raises a
 Pleasure of Imagination': Batty Langley, New Principles of Gardening, or the Laying Out and Planting Parterres ,
 Groves, Wildernesses, Labyrinths, Avenues, Parks &c (London, 1728), p. 193. This promoted the irregular style as
 advocated by Stephen Switzer in his Ichnographia Rustica; or, The Nobleman, Gentleman, and Gardener's Recreation
 (London, 1718).
 2 See Eileen Harris and Nicholas Savage, British Architectural Books and Writers 1556-1785 (Cambridge, 1990),
 pp. 271-80; Howard Colvin, A Biographical Dictionary of British Architects, 1600-1840, 3rd edn (London, 1995),
 p. 597; and Timothy Mowl and Brian Earnshaw, An Insular Rococo : Architecture, Politics and Society in Ireland
 and England, 1710-1770 (London, 1999), pp. 67-69.
 3 Harris and Savage, Architectural Books, p. 263.
 4 Batty and Thomas Langley, Ancient Architecture: Restored, and Improved by a Great Variety of Grand and Useful
 Designs, Entirely New in the Gothick Mode for the Ornamenting of Buildings and Gardens Exceeding Every Thing
 Thats Extant (London, 1741-42). Ancient Architecture was issued in two parts (1741 and 1742), and as a whole
 in 1742.
 5 Roger White, 'The Influence of Batty Langley', in A Gothick Symposium at the Victoria and Albert Museum, ed.
 J. Mordaunt Crooke (London, 1984), n.p.; and Michael McCarthy, The Origins of the Gothic Revival (London,
 1987)/ P- 4-
 6 See Kenneth Clark, The Gothic Revival: An Essay in the History of Taste, 3rd edn (London, 1962), p. 53. Although
 the words 'Gothic' and 'Gothick' were often interchangeable in the eighteenth century, modern scholars use
 the additional 'k' to denote the whimsical and uninformed Gothic Revival, especially in comparison with the
 serious and archaeologically informed nineteenth-century version. For a detailed discussion of 'Gothick', see
 Michael McCarthy, 'Gothick', Grove Art Online, at www.oxfordartonline.com/subscriber/article/
 grove/ art/To33729 (accessed on 21 July 2011). An excellent overview of the Gothic Revival's historiography
 can be found in Michael Hall, ed., Gothic Architecture and its Meanings 1550-1830 (Reading, 2002), pp. 7-52.
 7 Alistair John Rowan, 'Batty Langley's Gothic', in Studies in Memory of David Talbot Rice, ed. Giles Robertson
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 and George Henderson (Edinburgh, 1975), pp. 197-215; Eileen Harris, 'Batty Langley: A Tutor to Freemasons
 (1696-1751)', Burlington Magazine, 119 (19 77), pp. 327-35; White, The Influence', n.p.; Mowl and Earnshaw,
 Insular Rococo, pp. 95-99; Michael McCarthy, The Origins of the Gothic Revival (London, 1987), pp. 4-7; and Chris
 Brooks, The Gothic Revival (1999), pp. 90-93.
 8 Details for the volume are not contained in Harris and Savage, Architectural Books, pp. 262-80, because it
 does not appear to have been published.
 9 W.S. Lewis et al., eds, The Yale Edition of Horace Walpole's Correspondence [hereafter HW Correspondence], 48
 vols (London, 1973), xxxv, p. 233: Horace Walpole to Richard Bentley, 5 July 1755.
 10 Harris, 'Batty Langley', pp. 327-35.
 11 Amanda Vickery, Behind Closed Doors: At Home in Georgian England (London, 2009), p. 166.
 12 Henry Stonecastle, ed., The Universal Spectator, 4 vols (London, 1747), iii, p. 46.
 13 George Colman, The Connoisseur. By Mr. Town, Critic and Censor-General, 4 vols, 2nd edn (London, 1757), iv,
 p. 121.

 14 Adam Smith, The Theory of Moral Sentiments (London, 1759), pp. 373-75.
 15 In the latter half of the eighteenth century Gothic architecture became more acceptable, and thus less
 liminal. Approximately one-fifth of James Wyatt's country houses, for example, were Gothic; see John Martin
 Robinson, James Wyatt (1746-1813): Architect to George III (London, 2012), p. 219. For Waytt's Gothic work, see
 chapters 10-12.
 16 See Michael Snodin, ed., Horace Walpole's Strawberry Hill (London, 2009); Matthew Reeve, 'Gothic
 Architecture, Sexuality and License at Horace Walpole's Strawberry Hill', The Art Bulletin, 95 (2013), pp. 411-
 39; and McCarthy, Origins, pp. 63-91.
 17 Timothy Mowl, Horace Walpole : The Great Outsider (London, 1996), p. 6.
 18 Matthew Reeve, 'Dickie Bateman and the Gothicization of Old Windsor: Architecture and Sexuality in the
 Circle of Horace Walpole', Architectural History, 56 (2013), pp. 99-133 (pp. 121-22).
 19 John Evelyn, An Account of Architects and Architecture, Together, with an Historical, Etymological Explanation
 of Certain Terms, Particularly Affected by Architects (London, 1706), pp. 9-10.
 20 Isaac Ware, A Complete Body of Architecture: Adorned with Plans and Elevations, From Original Designs (London,
 1756), pp. 19-20.
 21 Alexander Gerard, An Essay on Taste (London, 1759), pp. 122-27.
 22 Horace Walpole, Anecdotes of Painting in England ; with Some Account of the Principal Artists; and Notes on
 Other Arts ; Collected by G. Vertue, and Now Digested from His MSS, 4 vols (Strawberry Hill, 1762), iv, pp. 114-15.
 23 Gerard, Taste, pp. 7-8.
 24 Ibid., p. 1.
 25 Samuel Johnson, A Dictionary of the English Language (London, 1755), 11, page titled ACT; and Francis
 Hutcheson, An Essay on the Nature and Conduct of the Passions and Affectations. With Illustrations on the Moral
 Sense (London, 1742), p. 29.
 26 Walpole, Anecdotes, 1, p. 114.
 27 Batty Langley, Builders Complete Assistant, or a Library of Arts and Sciences, Absolutely Necessary to be
 Understood by Builders and Workmen in General (London, 1738), p. 137.
 28 Ibid., pp. 136-38. See also Harris and Savage, Architectural Books, p. 266.
 29 Kent's Classical training and works have been recently assessed in Susan Weber, ed., William Kent: Designing
 Georgian Britain (London, 2013).
 30 For Esher Place, see Roger White, 'William Kent and the Gothic Revival', in William Kent: Designing Georgian
 Britain, ed. Susan Weber (London, 2013), pp. 247-69. It should not be expected that Kent, trained as a Classical
 architect, should have known much about, or indeed actively considered, the progression of medieval
 architecture.

 31 Kent died in 1748, and therefore never saw this drawing in print. The suite of drawings is currently assumed
 to date from the mid- 1730s, the time when he was working in the Gothic mode at Esher Place, Hampton Court
 Palace, Gloucester Cathedral, and Westminster Hall.
 32 London, Victoria and Albert Museum, E.357-1986, William Kent's design for Esher Place, c. 1730.
 33 New Haven, Yale Center for British Art, Paul Mellon Collection, B1975.2.118, Design for Moody Hall, c.
 1750.

 34 The finials are also much heavier than those on William Halfpenny's Frampton Orangery, Stouts Hill and
 Lye Farmhouse, thereby suggesting Halfpenny was not the architect of Moody Hall. They are also more
 sophisticated than those on Sanderson Miller's proposal for a barn at Ambrosden House, Oxfordshire: London,
 Royal Institute of British Architects, SE8/15, Design for a barn, Ambrosden House, Oxfordshire, 1747.
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 Halfpenny's buildings are discussed in Mowl and Earnshaw, Insular Rococo , pp. 99-103, 127-29.
 35 If this design is by Langley, it directly challenges Mowl' s and Earnshaw's statement that 'Langley never
 risked designing an entire Gothick house': ibid., p. 99.
 36 John Evelyn, An Account, p. 10; Ware, A Complete Body, p. 20; and Gerard, Taste, pp. 122-23.
 37 Langley and Langley, Ancient Architecture, Dedication.
 38 Ibid., Dedication 2.
 39 Ibid.
 40 Ibid., Dissertation.
 41 Christopher Wilson, The Gothic Cathedral : The Architecture of the Great Church, 1130-1530 (London, 2004), p.
 172; see also R. Shelby Lon, The Geometrical Knowledge of Mediaeval Master Masons', Speculum, 47.3 (1972),
 pp. 395-421.

 42 Langley and Langley, Ancient Architecture, pl. 1.
 43 This is especially evident in the entablatures of Langley's Gothic orders.
 44 Harris, 'Tutor to Freemasons', p. 330.
 45 Ibid., pp. 332, and Brooks, Gothic, p. 91. See also John Frew, 'Gothic is English: John Carter and the Revival
 of Gothic as England's National Style', The Art Bulletin, 64 (June 1982), pp. 315-19.
 46 Ralph uses 'Gothique' to censure 'displeasing' architecture. In A Critical Review of the Publick Buildings,
 Statues and Ornaments in, and About London and Westminster (London, 1734), p. 6, he attacks what he termed
 Gothique architecture: the 'churches which have been built at Lime-House, Ratcliff, Horsley-Down and Spittle-
 Fields [...] are not to be looked at without displeasure. They are mere Gothique heaps of stone, without form
 or order; and meet with contempt from the best and worst tastes alike.' Although these churches possess
 medieval associations through the towers and spires, they are executed in the language of Classical architecture:
 this discrepancy underscores Gothique's role as a negative label. See Paul Jeffery, The City Churches of Sir
 Christopher Wren (London, 1996), pp. 128-30.
 47 Hiram, 'The Critical Review of the Publick Buildings, &c. Examined', The Grub-Street Journal, 237 (11 July
 1734)/ P- 974-
 48 Hiram, 'A New Critical Review of the Public Buildings, &c.', The Grub-Street Journal, 271 (6 March 1735), p.
 1104.

 49 Langley and Langley, Ancient Architecture, Dissertation. The details Langley mentions regarding
 Westminster Abbey were probably culled from John Dart, Westmonasterium: Or the History and Antiquities of the
 Abbey Church of St Peters Westminster, 2 vols (London, 1723), 1, ch. 3.
 50 London, British Library [hereafter 'BL'], Add. MS 29944, 38r-v, correspondence and papers of John Carter,
 7 August 1794.
 51 Aubrey specifically wished to understand the characteristics and progression of medieval architecture, and
 his notes are preserved at the University of Oxford: Bodleian Libraries, MS Top. Gen. c. 25, ff. 152-78,
 Chronologia Architectonica, 1656-86. See also Howard Colvin, 'Aubrey's Chronologia Architectonica' , in Essays
 in English Architectural History (London, 1999), pp. 206-16; and Olivia Horsfall Turner, '"The Windows of This
 Church Are of Several Fashions": Architectural Form and Historical Method in John Aubrey's "Chronologia
 Architectonica'", Architectural History, 54 (2011), pp. 171-93.
 52 Langley and Langley, Ancient Architecture, Dedication.
 53 Ibid.
 54 Ibid., subscribers.
 55 Only two craftsmen - carpenters - appear as 'encouragers'.
 56 William Halfpenny and John Halfpenny, Chinese and Gothic Architecture Properly Ornamented. Being Twenty
 New Plans and Elevations, on Twelve Copper-Plates Containing a Great Variety of Magnificent Buildings Accurately
 Described (London, 1752), Preface.
 57 Pain copied Langley's Gothic orders from Ancient Architecture and The Builder's Director, although they are
 rearranged into the following sequence: 1, 3, 5, 2, 4. William Pain, The Builder's Companion, and Workman's
 General Assistant ; Demonstrating, After the Most Easy and Practical Method, All the Principal Rules of Architecture,
 from the Plan to the Ornamental Finish (London, 1758), p. 67.
 58 Langley and Langley, Ancient Architecture, Dissertation.
 59 He only completed two of the eight or nine parts of Ancient Masonry (London, 1736), and a planned second
 volume never appeared. See Harris and Savage, Architectural Books, pp. 271-72.
 60 The new or significantly modified plates are 169-71, 173-74, 17^-
 61 Batty Langley and Thomas Langley, Gothic Architecture, Improved by Rules and Proportions. In Many Grand
 Designs of Columns, Doors, Windows, Chimney-Pieces, Temples, and Pavillions &c. With Plans, Elevations and Profiles,
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 Geometrically Explained (London, 1747).
 62 BL, Add. MS 47013 B, ff. 1191-, i2ir, 123^ i25r-v: correspondence addressed to John Perceval, 1742.
 63 Ibid., f. ii9r, and see Clive Wilkinson, 'Perceval, John, Second Earl of Egmont (1711-1770), Politician', Oxford
 Dictionary of National Biography, at www.oxforddnb.com/ view/ article /21912 (accessed on 9 April 2013).
 64 Langley and Langley, Ancient Architecture, Dissertation.
 65 Langley does not attempt to restore or 'improve7 the castle, and the inclusion of a historical description,
 albeit brief, apes preceding antiquarian publications.
 66 Batty and Thomas Langley, The Plan of Windsor Castle (London, 1743), plan.
 67 BL, Add. MS 47013 B, f. ii9r.
 68 Ibid., f. i2ir.
 69 Samuel and Nathaniel Buck, Collection of Engravings of Castles, and Abbeys in England (London, 1726-39).
 70 David King, The Cathedrall and Conventuali Churches of England and Wales. Orthographically Delineated by D.K.
 (London, 1656); and William Dugdale, Monasticon Angličanům: or, the History of the Ancient Abbies, Monasteries,
 Hospitals in England and Wales (London, 1718).
 71 BL, Add. MS 47013 B, f. ii9r.
 72 James Anderson, A Genealogical History of the House ofYvery, in its Different Branches ofYvery, Luvel, Perceval,
 and Gournay, 2 vols (London, 1742), 1, p. 1.
 73 BL, Add. MS 47011, ff. 50-138, Egmont papers to 1760. See Timothy Mowl, "'Against the Time in Which
 the Fabric and Use of Gunpowder Shall be Forgotten": Enmore Castle, its Origins and its Architect', Architectural
 History, 33 (1990), pp. 102-19.
 74 Ibid., p. 103.
 75 Stebbing Shaw, A Tour to the West of England, in 1788 (London, 1789), pp. 331-32. The house's architecture
 is more thoroughly addressed by John Britton: 'It is a large quadrangular embattled pile, constructed of a dark
 reddish-coloured stone, flanked at each angle by a low square machiolated tower; with bastion and two circular
 towers and drawbridge at the principal entrance leading to a spacious court-yard'; see John Britton, Bath and
 Bristol, with the Counties of Somerset and Gloucester (London, 1829), p. 52.
 76 See Diana Taylor, 'The Perceval Compton Windsor Chair', Regional Furniture, 18 (2004), pp. 78-86 (pp. 78,
 83-85).
 77 This chair's position within the history of painted Gothic Revival furniture is considered in Peter N.
 Lindfield, 'The Countess of Pomfret's Gothic Revival Furniture: Exceptional Pieces Representative of
 Eighteenth-Century Taste', The Georgian Group Journal , 22 (2014), pp. 77-94.
 78 Farmington, CT, Lewis Walpole Library [hereafter LWL], Quarto 53 P37 801, 1, f. Charleton, A journey from
 London to the Isle of Wight with manuscript additions, 1801. Daniel Lyons records that 'Charlton-house, in
 the year 1742, was in the occupation of John, [first] Earl of Egmont, who formed there a valuable library, and
 collection of busts, pictures, &c. It continued for many years in the tenure of the Egmont family'; see Daniel
 Lyons, The Environs of London: Counties of Herts, Essex & Kent (London, 1796), pp. 328-29.
 79 HW Correspondence, xxxv, p. 184. For further discussion of good King James's Gothic, see Nikolaus Pevsner,
 'Good King James's Gothic', Studies in Art, Architecture and Design (London, 1968), pp. 156-63.
 80 BL, Add. MS 47010, f. i32r, Egmont papers, 1736-58.
 81 Lindfield, 'Pomfreť, pp. 77-94.
 82 LWL, Quarto 498 P77 MS, Pedigree showing descent of Lord and Lady Pomfret from King Edward I, c.
 1750. The Countess' interest in medieval design is further discussed in Simon Houfe, 'A Taste for the Gothick:
 Diaries of the Countess of Pomfret i', Country Life, 161 (24 March 1977), pp. 728-30; and Simon Houfe,
 'Antiquarian Inclinations: Diaries of the Countess of Pomfret 2', Country Life, 161 (31 March 1977), pp. 800-02.
 83 HW Correspondence, xx, pp. 180-81.
 84 Walpole identified the architect as Sanderson Miller (1716-80): 'The Gothic house of the Countess of Pomfret
 in Arlington Street, was designed by Mr Miller of Radway', HW Correspondence, xxxiii, p. 82. It has subsequently
 been attributed to Richard Biggs ( -1776); see John Harris, 'Lady Pomfret's House: The Case for Richard Biggs',
 The Georgian Group Journal, 1 (1991), pp. 45-49; Sarah Freeman, 'An Englishwoman's Home is Her Castle: Lady
 Pomfret's House at 18 Arlington Street', The Georgian Group Journal, 20 (2012), pp. 87-102 (pp. 90-91); and W.
 Hawkes, 'Walpole Right or Wrong? More on No. 18 Arlington Street', The Georgian Group Journal, xxi (2013),
 pp. 204-11.

 85 John Cornforth, 'A Countess's London Castle', Country Life Annual (1970), pp. 138-39; and Freeman,
 'Englishwoman's Home', pp. 87-102.
 86 BL, Add. MS 47013 B, f. ii9r.
 87 Ibid., f. i23r.
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 88 Ibid., f. 12ÓV.
 89 Ibid,, f. i2ir.
 90 Ancient Architecture was priced at 7s 6d per half: Langley and Langley, Ancient Architecture, title page. See
 also Mowl and Earnshaw, Insular Rococo , p. 96.
 91 It cost three guineas on royal paper, and four guineas on imperial paper; see Bernard Lintott, Monthly
 Catalogue: Books to be Published in May 1714. (London, 1714), p. 14.
 92 BL, Add. MS 47013 B, f. i25r.
 93 Ibid.
 94 Ibid.
 95 Given Perceval is not addressed in this letter as the second Earl of Egmont, it must date from before 1748,
 and work did not commence on Enmore Castle, Somersetshire, until 1751.
 96 These foregrounds, however, do not detract from or compromise the accuracy of the plates, as seen in the
 perspectivai illustration in the Bucks' Collection of Engravings of Castles.
 97 If so, this would date the letters and the project to between 1742 and 1743. This, however, remains
 supposition.
 98 It was important for Walpole to distance himself from Langley' s Gothic once the intention to create a serious
 and quasi-scholarly reconstruction of medieval architecture developed. Walpole subscribed to Ancient
 Architecture, and his copy, preserved in the Lewis Walpole Library (LWL 49 630), contains a drawing of
 Strawberry Hill's early development on the rear fly-leaf. The initial Gothicization of Strawberry Hill in a
 Kent /Langley mode, as seen in William Robinson's chimney piece for the Breakfast Room, was subsequently
 criticized by Walpole in 1788: 'neither Mr. Bentley nor my workmen has studied the science [of Gothic], and
 [... that] My house therefore is but a sketch by beginners'; Horace Walpole, The Works of Horatio Walpole, Earl
 ofOrford, 5 vols (London, 1798), v, pp. 668-69.
 99 HW Correspondence, xxxv, p. 233; and George E. Haggerty, 'The Strawberry Committee', in Horace Walpole's
 Strawberry Hill, ed. Michael Snodin (London, 2009), pp. 80-86.
 100 Walpole, Anecdotes of Painting, iv, pp. 106-07.
 101 John Britton, Graphical Illustrations with Historical and Descriptive Accounts, of Toddington, Gloucestershire,
 the Seat of Lord Sudeley (London, 1840), pp. 17-18.
 102 Charles L. Eastlake, A History of the Gothic Revival (London, 1872), p. 54.
 103 Mowl and Earnshaw, Insular Rococo, pp. 97-98. Ancient Architecture, however, contains sixty-two
 illustrative plates, plus the two on Westminster Abbey's piers.
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